The presence of pre-existing fractures and the need to place multiple hydraulic fractures in relatively close proximity to each other make stimulating unconventional formations a challenge. This article reviews the experimental geomechanical factors governing the hydraulic fractures' interactions with the formation's pre-existing fractures and with the multistage completion's simultaneous hydraulic fractures. The methodology followed in this study is to conduct a series of laboratory fracturing tests. The experimental tests used rock samples made of synthetic, gypsum-based cements, such as hydrostone and plaster, and the tests were performed in a number of experimental settings to investigate selected geomechanical factors of relevance. Among such factors, the pre-existing fracture's cementation, aperture and relative height, as well as the design of the fracturing stage completion, were examined in the course of the experimental portion of the work.
As a result of the laboratory experiments, it has been found that whether a hydraulic fracture crosses a pre-existing fracture is largely dictated by the pre-existing fracture's cement fill type relative to the matrix of the host rock. Likewise, the height of the hydraulic fracture relative to that of the pre-existing fracture may govern their intersection mode. The impact of the pre-existing fracture aperture on the intersection outcome, however, seems to be insignificant. Moreover, the fracturing stage completion design was found to have considerable impact on the hydraulic fracturing outcome. Stress interference between the fracturing sources in a stage highly affects the outcome of each fracturing source. Middle sources tend to result in inhibited hydraulic fracture propagations, while outer sources achieve hydraulic fracture propagations with outward curvatures. Overall, the experimental data and findings enable us to validate some theories, calibrate numerical simulators and answer some pressing questions.
The results discussed in this article provide very useful insights into fracturing unconventional formations.
INTRODUCTION
The successes reported in recent years in obtaining economical hydrocarbon recoveries from unconventional resources, numerical approaches to understanding hydraulic fracture intersection with pre-existing fractures, i.e., the work of Renshaw and Pollard (1995) 5 and Taleghani and Olson (2014) 6 , respectively. Moreover, laboratory experiments have also been also used in other such investigations, whether in the form of fluiddriven cracks 7, 8 or mechanical cracks 5, 9 .
A second challenge in the hydraulic fracturing of unconventional formations is the interaction between simultaneous multiple hydraulic fractures, which are likely to be generated given the current practice of multiple fracturing stages. Achieving optimum results from such multistage fracturing treatments requires an understanding of the stress interference between the different fracturing sources in a stage, i.e., perforation clusters. This helps to avoid unproductive or sometimes destructive, and therefore costly, segments of the hydraulic fracturing treatment design. This important subject has also been studied in the literature using different approaches. Some fieldwork studies used various types of data in their investigations, including microseismic 10 , production logs 11 and distributed temperature sensing 12 . Other important investigations used analytical modeling 13 and numerical modeling [14] [15] [16] . Additionally, a few studies were based on laboratory experiments that investigated this topic 17, 18 .
Both topics -that of hydraulic fracture interaction with pre-existing natural fractures and that of the interaction between simultaneous multiple hydraulic fractures -have captured the interest of the petroleum industry and have become the focus of much research. Overall, the literature on those subjects contains some good theories and findings with varying degrees of validation. It has been clearly indicated that the presence of pre-existing forms of discontinuities, such as natural fractures, often yields complex hydraulic fracture propagation and geometry. Also, it has been widely accepted that when a hydraulic fracture intersects a pre-existing fracture, a right intersection angle produces the greatest tendency for the desired hydraulic fracture crossing. There remain, however, some uncertainties concerning the understanding of the roles played by the pre-existing fracture cementation, the pre-existing fracture aperture and the hydraulic fracture height growth in the outcome of their intersection. These uncertainties are investigated in this article. Similarly, for simultaneous multiple hydraulic fractures, there is strong evidence that the closer the fracturing sources are to one another, the higher the interaction will be between the fractures -namely, a higher geomechanical effect will be induced by the propagation of a hydraulic fracture on neighboring fractures. Nevertheless, the type and the degree of the interaction have not yet been fully and quantifiably understood. Therefore, this article is addressing these topics in an attempt to reduce the relevant sources of uncertainties, increase the understanding of such complex topics and offer validation to some existing findings.
EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
The methodology followed in this study is to conduct a series of hydraulic fracturing laboratory tests done on synthetic rocks. Those experiments mimic the hydraulic fracturing treatments that are applied in oil and gas wells in the petroleum upstream sector. The experimental approach involved designing 1 cubic ft block samples made of three horizontal layers overlaying one another, where the two boundary layers represented seal rocks and the one middle layer represented the reservoir. Perforated aluminum pipes were molded in the synthetic blocks to act as cased wellbores. These block samples were subjected to three principal stresses, one vertical and two horizontal, aimed to create a stress field similar to that induced by the Earth's overburden and the tectonics at the reservoir level. Dyed gel-based fluids were used as the fracturing fluids in the hydraulic fracturing tests. During these tests, the fracturing fluids were injected down the pipes into the blocks using a syringe pump, which controlled injection rates. Figure 2 shows different parts of the experimental setups. At the conclusion of every fracturing test, the block was cut open to observe and record the test's outcomes.
Two types of the block samples were made and used in these laboratory tests, each type designed to address one of the two topics. The first was based on a single hydraulic fracture intersecting orthogonal pre-existing fractures, Fig. 3 . The second was based on transverse multiple simultaneous hydraulic fractures, which mimicked a fracturing stage that has multiple perforation clusters, Fig. 4 . Each was tested under different settings to address specific aspects related to the investigated geomechanical interactions.
Additionally, a number of supplemental laboratory tests were carried out to obtain petrophysical, geomechanical and 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Hydraulic Fracture Interaction with Pre-existing Fractures
The analysis of the test results for hydraulic fracture interaction with pre-existing fractures yielded some useful findings. It has been found that hydraulic fractures branch out when intersecting poorly cemented pre-existing fractures. In the laboratory, an experimental technique utilizing semi-circular bending tests was used to quantifiably assess the strength of the bond between the host rock and the pre-existing fracture's cement fill, which is analogous to assessing the effect of the cohesion and internal friction of the natural fractures. Table 2 summarizes the analysis pertaining to the influence of pre-existing fracture cementation on the hydraulic fracturing outcome. It is clear from the results that strongly bonded pre-existing fracture interfaces -with fracture toughness ratios above 0.63 -show that the interfaces of the pre-existing fractures are fairly as resistant to fracture as the material on either side of them, i.e., the material of the host layer and the cement fill. Therefore, the hydraulic fracture in those cases was able to cross the interfaces because they were able to remain intact and transmit the hydraulic fracture onward. Inversely, weakly bonded and/or cement-free pre-existing fracture interfaces, with fracture toughness ratios equal to or below 0.59, show low resistance to fracture. Therefore, those interfaces were not able to remain intact as the hydraulic fracture intersected the pre-existing fracture, which created an easier path for the hydraulic fracture to deflect into. fluid property measurements. Also, a set of quality assurance and quality control steps were followed to disqualify erroneous results and any measurements with a high degree of uncertainty.
DATA AND RESULTS
The results from 11 hydraulic fracturing laboratory tests are discussed in this article. Table 1 presents the major testing data and results obtained from the laboratory experiments.
As detailed in Table 1 , two outcomes from the hydraulic fracturing experiment were derived from each testing model as follows: Testing for the interaction of the hydraulic fracture with an orthogonal pre-existing fracture resulted in either the hydraulic fracture's crossing or deflection, Fig. 5 . Similarly, testing for the interaction between simultaneous multiple hydraulic fractures resulted in either inhibited fractures or the achievement of multi-fracture propagation, Fig. 6 . Those experimental results carry valuable data that helps in understanding the complex mechanisms governing such fracturing interactions. Another finding was that fracture extension pressure bumps indicate a branching in the hydraulic fracture propagation. Laboratory evidence suggests that when hydraulic fractures were suddenly deflected away from the direction of the maximum principal stress, higher injection pressures were required to drive their propagations. Therefore, when a hydraulic fracture intersects an orthogonal pre-existing fracture and deflects into its direction, an increase in the fracturing pressure may be observed due to the increase in the magnitude of the stresses acting perpendicularly on the hydraulic fracture walls. Similarly, when the propagation starts to turn back toward the direction of the minimum horizontal stress, i.e., the hydraulic fracture kinks off the side edges of the orthogonal pre-existing fracture, the pressure increasing trend stops and begins to decrease. Figures 7 and 8 show an example of such behaviors as obtained in the laboratory and simulated using a numerical model 19 . It has also been observed that complex hydraulic fracture propagation, i.e., branching out, exhibits multiple fracture closure pressures. Each identified fracture closure pressure is possibly associated with a particular segment of the hydraulic fracture, based on its orientation with respect to the remote and local in situ stresses. The hydraulic fracture section perpendicular to the minimum horizontal stress has the lowest closure pressure, whereas the deflected hydraulic fracture section perpendicular to the maximum horizontal stress has the highest closure pressure. Figures 9 and 10 clearly illustrate how the different branches of the hydraulic fracture are associated with different closure pressures.
Moreover, hydraulic fracture height is a factor enabling the hydraulic fracture to cross the intersected pre-existing fractures. Applying the same concept of increased stress intensity loading ahead of the crack tip as the hydraulic fracture grows in propagation, the stress intensity loading at the cement fill of the intersected pre-existing fracture increases in a like manner as the hydraulic fracture grows in height prior to crossing. As the hydraulic fracture height exceeds the height of the pre-existing fracture, the hydraulic fracture begins to bypass the preexisting fracture, which further increases the stress intensity loading rate throughout the pre-existing fracture cement fill. Such an increase in stress intensity loading is driven by the hydraulic fracture walls moving apart, i.e., the hydraulic fracture grows in width. Such wall movement drives the corresponding areas of host rock behind each wall to move away from one another, which induces more stress intensity at the nearby material around the crack tip 20 . Once the critical intensity loading of the pre-existing cement fill is reached, it cracks, and the hydraulic fracture actually crosses through it. It is important to point out that this analysis applies when the tensile strength of the pre-existing fracture cementation is comparable to that of the host rock. Figure 11 shows qualitative, 2D illustrations of the relationship between the hydraulic fracture's growth in height until it bypasses the pre-existing fracture and the stress intensity loading along the cementation inside the pre-existing fracture, based on the interpretation of the laboratory observations. 
The Interaction between Multiple Simultaneous Hydraulic Fractures
The analysis of the test results for the interaction between simultaneous multiple hydraulic fractures yielded some valuable evidence. A higher breakdown pressure resulted when a larger number of simultaneous hydraulic fractures were initiated, Table 3 . The observed trend is in agreement with some of the findings reported in the petroleum engineering literature. Since hydraulic fracture initiation requires creating a fracture width by pressurizing initial cracks and pushing the crack walls apart, this action induces compressive stresses on the rock matrix behind each fracture wall, which dissipate after some distance. Subsequently, as more hydraulic fracturing sources attempt to initiate fractures, more compressive stresses are induced on the rock matrix in the areas neighboring each fracturing source. Therefore, these induced compressive stresses require higher fracturing pressure to overcome them and create tensile failures, i.e., formation breakdowns.
Furthermore, two distinctive patterns were observed regarding the simultaneous multi-fracture propagation. First, larger, i.e., dominant, fractures tend to initiate from outer fracturing sources, while smaller fractures tend to form from the interior sources. Since the interior fracturing sources -located at the middle of the stage -are subjected to relatively higher compressive stresses (induced from neighboring fracturing sources), it is more difficult to create the fracture width required to drive the crack tip forward in such regions of the rock. Therefore, the propagation of the middle fractures is usually inhibited, which results in smaller-sized fractures. Second, outer fractures tend to propagate in an outward curving fashion, while inner fractures are more aligned toward the direction of the maximum horizontal stress. Therefore, it could be inferred from the recorded fracture propagation deviation angles that a larger interaction between the hydraulic fractures occurs when more fractures are simultaneously propagating, which is in agreement with most findings reported in the petroleum engineering literature.
IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Although utilizing laboratory-derived conclusions in designing actual field fracturing applications has some limitations, those conclusions provide very useful insights into the challenges associated with the complex fracturing mechanisms that take place in such applications. Among those challenges, the issues of limited hydraulic fracture penetration into the reservoir, proppant premature screen-out, partial fracturing fluid recovery in flow backs, and improper fracturing stage designs may be better understood and handled. The following items summarize the conclusions derived from the experiments shared in this article:
1. The hydraulic fracture intersection with an orthogonal pre-existing fracture may yield crossing or deflection, or a combination of both, mainly based on the pre-existing fracture cementation type relevant to the host rock and the hy draulic fracture height relative to the pre-existing fracture height.
2. The hydraulic fracturing pressure responses may be indicative of the hydraulic fracture's intersection with a pre-existing fracture.
3. The fracture extension pressure behavior showing sudden or gradual increases followed by declines has been identified as a signature of the branching out and deflection of the hydraulic fracture at the orthogonal intersection with a pre-existing fracture. Under anisotropic stress conditions, the change in hydraulic fracture propagation direction upon intersecting the pre-existing fracture is accompanied by an increase in the magnitude of the compressive stresses acting on the hydraulic fracture's walls. Therefore, higher injection pressure is required to continue driving the hydraulic fracture past the deflection point, which creates pressure bumping patterns in the treatment pressure profiles.
4. Complex hydraulic fracture propagation, such as the branching out and deflection patterns sometimes resulting from a hydraulic fracture's intersection with a pre-existing fracture, shows a higher average value for the fracture's closure pressure than the hydraulic fractures with planarlike propagations. Moreover, branching out hydraulic fractures may exhibit multiple closure pressures. Such hydraulic fracture complexity comes from having multiple fracture segments of different orientations. Therefore, in anisotropic rock layers, the compressive stresses acting on each segment may differ in magnitude based on the magnitudes of the respective remote and local stresses per fracture orientation and region. Therefore, each fracture segment may close at a different pressure in response to the net compressive stresses acting on its walls.
5. In the cases of branching out and deflected hydraulic fracture propagation, multiple hydraulic fracture closures could contribute to the instances of partial recovery of injected fluids during flow backs. Having the middle fracture segments close before the far-end segments do entraps some fluid volumes inside the far-end segments and leaves them unrecovered.
6. Proppant transportability down hydraulic fractures could be compromised in deflected hydraulic fractures. The sudden propagation turns observed in deflected hydraulic fractures provides regions of potential proppant bridging, which would lead to premature screen-outs.
7. The type of the pre-existing fracture's cement fill relative to the type of the host rock plays a dominant role in controlling the cohesion (S 0 ) and the internal friction coefficient (Ȗ 0 ) of the discontinuity interface between the pre-existing fracture and the rock. Mineral precipitations and other geological processes often control the type of cementation inside pre-existing fractures. Cement fills that are strongly bonded to the host rock increase the interface's S 0 and Ȗ 0 values, which enhances the tendency of hydraulic fracture to cross the pre-existing fractures.
8. The hydraulic fracture's mode of intersecting a pre-existing fracture seems to be insensitive to the pre-existing fracture's aperture.
9. The height of the hydraulic fracture relative to the height of the intersected pre-existing fractures plays an important role in determining the intersection outcomes. A higher hydraulic fracture, relative to the pre-existing fracture's height at the intersection region, enhances the likelihood the hydraulic fracture will cross the pre-existing fracture's interface. As the hydraulic fracture height grows along the intersection's vertical plane, with perhaps even height bypass, it increases the stress intensity loading across the discontinuity interface, which ultimately could lead to its cracking, which allows the hydraulic fracture to transmit through the interface. The effectiveness of this process, however, is limited when the tensile strength of the cemented pre-existing fractures is much larger than that of the host rock, as suggested by the work of Bahorich (2012) 8 .
10
. Numerical simulation models of the hydraulic fracture's intersection with a pre-existing fracture could enhance their computation of crossing criteria by including the effect of relative height in addition to cohesion and friction.
11. The hydraulic fracture that is deflected into the direction of the orthogonal pre-existing fracture may exhibit mixed mode-I-III propagation behaviors, especially in the cases of non-cemented pre-existing fractures. Although tearing mode forces may be 10 times lower than opening mode forces, their acting in concert causes the creation of enechelon cracks along the propagation direction.
12. At the side edges of the orthogonal pre-existing fractures, deflected hydraulic fractures kink off and branch out, exhibiting mixed mode-I-II behaviors.
13. Achieving equal fracturing injection and propagation when creating simultaneous multiple hydraulic fractures is operationally challenging. Laboratory experiments show a repeated tendency for one dominant hydraulic fracture to be initiated from a fracturing source while other sources yield traces of smaller fractures.
14. The fracture initiation pressure tends to increase as the number of simultaneous hydraulic fractures increases. As more hydraulic fractures attempt to simultaneously initiate, higher compressive stresses are induced on each fracturing source from neighboring sources, which requires higher injection pressure to counteract them.
15. In a fracturing stage, hydraulic fractures in the perforation clusters located in the middle of the stage tend to exhibit the most inhibited propagation, while perforation clusters located at the sides tend to yield larger hydraulic fractures. Compressive stress interference is magnified on the middle region of the fracturing stage due to its relative closeness to other fracturing sources on both sides.
16. In a fracturing stage, outer hydraulic fractures tend to curve outward in propagation, while the middle hydraulic fractures tend to be more aligned into the direction of the maximum horizontal stress. Also, the initial deviation angle away from the maximum horizontal stress seems to increase as the number of simultaneous hydraulic fractures per fracturing stage increases.
17. Some degrees of asymmetry and non-planarity in hydraulic fracture propagation are commonly observed even when the rock heterogeneity is considerably small.
